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Non-living things 
Observations
Living things move, feed, grow, reproduce and react. Living things that can
no longer do these things are dead. Some things can never move by them-
selves, feed, grow, reproduce or react. These things are not alive, and they
are called non-living things. 

Learn about silk on website 3-1. Where
does it come from? Is it alive, non-
living, or a material that
comes from a living thing? 

Science exploration

Science activity
Draw a circle around each thing that is non-living. 
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Where does silk come from? Is it alive, 
non-living, or a material that comes 
from a living thing?
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The child will learn about non-living things and things
that come from living things, such as silk. Find some
silk for the child to feel and compare to nylon. Silk is
stronger than synthetic fabric. Encourage the child to
design an experiment to test the strength of silk and
nylon thread.

68 ✩ Non-living things 
Observations
Living things move, feed, grow, reproduce and react. Living things that can
no longer do these things are dead. Some things can never move by them-
selves, feed, grow, reproduce or react. These things are not alive, and they
are called non-living things. 

Science exploration

Science activity
Draw a circle around each thing that is non-living. 

The child will learn that living things move, eat, grow,
sense things, and reproduce. A snail or slug is an
excellent specimen to observe feeding, moving, and
sensing things. Point out that a snail’s eyes are located
on the stalks of each of its antenna. 

67 ✩Being alive
Observations
You can tell that something is alive if it can move by itself without being
pushed or pulled. Living things eat food. Feeding helps living things to grow
and stay healthy. Only living things can reproduce (produce offspring).
Living things can use their senses of taste, smell, sight, and hearing to react
to the world around them.

Science activity
What is each of these living things doing that tells you it is alive? Use one 
of the words in the box below to complete each sentence.

I know this horse is alive because it

I know this cat is alive because it

I know this bird is alive because it

I know this boy is alive because he

reproduces moves feeds reacts grows

I know this caterpillar is alive because it

Science exploration

Feed a land snail or slug
lettuce. How does it move?
See website 67-1. Do the
activity on 67-2.

moves.

reproduces.

reacts.

feeds.

grows.

Answer Section
with Notes for Adults

Grades K-2, Primary Level

Level III: Explaining 

This section provides answers and explanatory notes for the science activities

and explorations. When appropriate, use an inquiry form to guide the child

through an exploration. The Science word power worksheet should be used to

help the child  better understand scientific concepts while building vocabulary.

These templates also may be available to download from DK’s website. 
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The child will learn about non-living things and things 
that come from living things, such as silk. Find some  
silk for the child to feel and compare to nylon. Silk  
is stronger than synthetic fabric. Encourage  
the child to design an experiment to test  
the strength of silk and nylon thread.
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